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About the forum

The 2019 International Postgraduate Academic Forum on Resources, Environment and Life is a forum for postgraduate students majoring in natural resources, environment science and life science around the world. It is initiated spontaneously by postgraduate students. The forum was previously organized as the China-Japan-Korea Forum, and it has successfully held in China, Japan and South Korea for 11 sessions. This year, other Asian countries, such as Malaysia, will be incorporate.

The 2019 International Postgraduate Academic Forum on Resources, Environment, and Life will be held at China University of Geosciences (Beijing). As an extension and enhancement of the previous forum, this forum aims to encourage postgraduate students from many Asian countries to actively participate in international academic exchange activities and cultivate their academic, organizational and international communication skills. Postgraduates around the world will showcase their latest research outcomes here, accordingly strengthening academic exchanges between schools. This forum not only enhances the academic skills of students, but also helps to foster the friendship between them.

In 2009, 2011, 2014 and 2017, this forum in China University of Geosciences (Beijing) held successfully. This year the forum will come to China again, and will be hosted by China University of geosciences (Beijing). At that time, there will be hundreds of postgraduate students involved. We are looking forward to your participation and contribution to this forum.
### Session Category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| I       | Resources | a) New theories and technologies of exploration and development of mineral resources  
          |        | b) New theories and technologies of development and protection of land resources  
          |        | c) New theories and technologies of exploration and development of energy resources  |
| II      | Environment | a) Environmental protection  
          |        | b) Atmospheric environment  
          |        | c) Water environment  
          |        | d) Geological environment  
          |        | e) Disaster prevention  
          |        | f) Environmental assessment  
          |        | g) Environmental economics |
| III     | Life    | a) Paleontology  
          |        | b) Geology microorganisms  
          |        | c) Biotechnology  
          |        | d) Environmental microbiology  
          |        | e) Molecular biology |
Selection Criteria

Abstract submission:

1. Authors should submit high quality abstracts in English. Abstract is the epitome of your paper, so it should be refined and accurate. It should be able to explain the value of your topic, the purpose of writing, the main points of view, and research methods. It should highlight the creative results or new insights of this paper and retain the basic information of the paper as much as possible. The abstract submitted must be original, unpublished or not submitted to other publishers. All submissions will be blindly reviewed by experts in the field based on originality, importance, quality and clarity.

2. The abstract you submit should be written in a third-person perspective and preferably use the current tense. The full format is provided in the attachment, including the format guide and the electronic template. The abstract should be written in English and use the MS-Word template file provided in the attachment. The length of the submitted paper should not exceed one page and must not exceed 1,000 words. Longer summaries will not be reviewed.

3. The abstract should be in MS-Word format. Please refer to Appendix 1 for the specific format. The abstract should be sent to the following email address with the attachment: piafcugb2019@163.com. Only electronic submissions are accepted. Please use the "(*) Abstract of the 2019 Postgraduate International Academic Forum on Life, Environment, and Resources” as the subject of your email. The character between the parentheses “*” should be filled in as one topic of life, environment or resources. Please select only one of these three fields to fill in the parentheses.

Example The subject line of your email might be one of the followings:

1）Abstract of The 2019 International Postgraduate Academic Forum on Resources, Environment, and Life (Environment)

2）Abstract of The 2019 International Postgraduate Academic Forum on Resources, Environment, and Life (Environment)
3. Abstract of The 2019 International Postgraduate Academic Forum on Resources, Environment, and Life (Life)

4. Please use the full spelling of the first author's name as the file name. (Format: given name + surname)

   Eg. Kimura Taro.doc (The first author’s name is Kimura Taro; Kimura is given name, Taro is surname)

   Fei Wang.doc (The first author’s name is Fei Wang; Fei is given name, Wang is surname)
CONTACT INFORMATION

Contact person: Xilin Wang (王曦麟)
Email: piafcugb2019@163.com

ATTACHMENT

Template Summary